Nanointerfaces-Driven Frugal Engineering

Need for flexible/wearable electronics, post-CMOS electronics, or ultra-miniaturization of hybrid microelectronics, call for low temperature and autonomous (self-assembly) fabrication with concomitant need for energy efficiency during and post manufacturing. We couple fundamental surface thermodynamics and bottom-up self-assembly to design material synthesis and processing approaches that can meet these demands. This talk discusses the nature of metal nanointerfaces (<10 nm) and how felicitous choice of processing conditions can lead to surface/interface-driven tuning of the thermodynamic energy landscape of the material. This altered landscape enables frugal low energy manipulation of the material by driving relaxation or reactions via low energy pathways. Surface-directed navigation of the energy landscape manifests as metastable states (specifically undercooling), surface composition inversion (chameleon and hedgehog-like surfaces), inside-out (inverted) thermal degradation to create graphene/graphene oxide macrotubes, and surface plasticity or amphiphobicity for size-controlled feature formation or wetting. We will discuss how these breakthroughs are enabling; i) advances in micro- or printed-electronics manufacturing, ii) synthesis of high aspect-ratio synths of electronic materials through ad infinitum polymerization, and iii) translation of these hybrid electronic materials synths into self-assembled diodes and gates. Briefly, we’ll demonstrate how these principles in surface/interface engineering can be expanded to other areas like controlled wetting and solid lubricants.
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